
 

A set is a collection of objects Some examples

S 1,23,4 5 finite set

s empty set

s 1,43 countably infinite set closed t
s To 1J uncountably infinite set bounded

s To D infinite set unbounded

S oil infinite bounded open

what is the minimum value of a set

Min 1,23,4 5 1

min doesn't exist
min I I max917
min fo i 0

min o IT doesn't exist
min Li o 6 or doesn't exist

Observatory
1 The minimumvalue is the least element in the set
2 It doesn't exist when the set is empty
3 The minimum might equal the maximummin
4 Even if the set is non empty the might not exist
Even though the problem you've written down seems
reasonable to you you might be looking for something
that doesn't exist



whet is the infimum of a set The infimum is the greatest
lower bound of all elements in the set the infi mum doesn't

have to be in the set

min o does not exist

if o c O

If the infinium belongs to the set then it equals the
minimum value
The infinumexists unless the setis empty

Optimizing functions by looking at the rage
A function is given by f ITE R

t
Domain codomain
input output

The range of a function is a subset of the codomain The
range contains the values actually achievedby the function

Example The range 42 of f41 5 is o oo Thus the

minimum value of f is 0

Example The range of fCx P is too too Thus the
minimum value does not exist or is 00



Example The range of flexi e is 0,00 thus the

minimum value does not exist The infinum is 0

Example The range of flat sin x is E1,1J Thus the
minimum value is 1

Uniqueness

The minimum value is always unique i e there is only one
minimum value

The argument X value where the minimum value occurs

may or may not be unique

Example The minimum of ftxt X is 0 The function achieves

this value at the point X 0 It is unique

Example The minimumof flexi x 2 ie 2 2 is o The
function achieves this value at the points X 2

and x 12 That is there are 2 elements in
our solution set 2,2



Example The minimum of flat _sin txt is 1 The function
achieves the minimum value at

3 21TN where N O Il 12

there are infinitely many solutions our solution

set contains infinitely manyelements

To summarize There may be Zero one finitely marry or

infinitely many solutions to an optimization

problem



Mathematical logic

A mathematical statement isany declarative sentence that is
either true or false

Statement P It is raining
Statement Q I will bringmy umbrella

An if then statement is called an implication

If it is raining then I will bring my umbrella
Or If P is true then Q is true
or P Q

The converse statement Q P is an all together different
implication

Going back to P Q we say that
I P is asufficientcondition for Q
2 Q is a necessary conditionfor P

In this class we are primarily interested in finding necessary conditions

for optimality i e
P The point x minimizes fCx
Q Then some mathematical equations hold



eq

writing out P T Q is not always so simple all of the assumptions

need to be clearly slated

Perron'sParadox Let N be the largest integer If N 1

then NZ N meaning N isn't the largest
integer Therefore N L

Where did we gowrong We assumed a largest integer existed

In most of the necessary conditions that we will derive they
have numerous assumptions For example

Theorem If f is differentiable and if a minimumexists at

X then some mathematical conditions are satisfied

Bad Example Pg70 of Pedregal
Theorem3.4 Everyoptimalsolution of min fCxI must satisfy

fuel O
il

Iii
function whichattains a
min but is not differentiable



When does theminimumexist

Let's think about minimizing a function flex over a domain D

D could be an interval e g EoIT It could be all of 112
It could be a square in 1122 given by LT IJ x ToCJ

WeierstrassTheorem If f is a real valued continuous
function defined on a compact closed t bounded

domain then f attains a minimum and maximum

For us if theseconditions are satisfied then we don't have to

assume the existence of a minimum we know it exists


